
Free delivery for orders of £150 or more. £8 to deliver a 6 bottle case. £5.50 to deliver a 12 bottle case

Bat and Bottle Offer - Spring 2012

A belated Happy New Year to one and all, I have high hopes for the year of the dragon but then again I am
the eternal optimist.  You may have noticed that there was no bin-end offer this January - that was simply
because we didn’t have enough bin-ends.  I do however have a few things that I am planning to clear this
month as I have a sneaky suspicion that BUDGET 2012 will include a significant rise in alcohol duties. We
urgently need to make some space in the warehouse as we are shipping as much as possible before the rates
change in April.  If you wish to receive the CLEARANCE OFFER we need your email address perfectly entered
into our address book, and to make absolutely sure it gets through to you, please add us to your contacts (I
send emails from post@batwine.co.uk and ben@batwine.co.uk).
IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED THE EMAIL VERSION OF THIS NEWSLETTER IN THE LAST FEW DAYS,
SOMETHING IS AMISS, so please send us an email with your name and address and add us to your address
book.
Please be assured that we never give (or sell) any information at all regarding our customers.

BEN’S EARLY SPRING SELECTIONS MIXED CASE £119.00 DELIVERED
3 bottles of each wine.  (list price £147.25 + £5.50 delivery)

Ordering: You can buy these wines in sixes and the more bottles you order, the less each bottle costs.
Our new systems are shaping up nicely and we are fast approaching a new level of efficiency!  However while
we work on the new site we continue to stumble along with our old one.  If it is driving you mad, please just
call us, - we do enjoy speaking to (and even seeing) our clients.

call. 01572759735
email. post@batwine.co.uk (include your phone number and we will call for payment details)
post. Bat and Bottle, FREEPOST MID1849, Oakham, LE15 6BR

Casali. Albore Secco 2011

A new wine made from an ancient vine (Spergola) that
is only found on a few slopes in the Canossa area of
Emilia Romagna.  It was thought that Spergola was
Sauvignon Blanc and it was used to pep up the local white
wines, strange really because it has little in common with Sauvignon.  Sparkling
wine specialists Casali were quick to recognise Spergola’s potential and created their own dry spumante
‘Prosecco style’ and it turns out that this was an inspired decision.  The fresh apricot, apple and pink grapefruit
fruit is beautifully preserved and pitch-perfect for aperitivi.  I recommend using a largish glass especially on a
lovely sunny spring day.  Since its creation global demand has been huge, it sells out well before the new
vintage is released and there is no ‘financial’ need to include it in this offer, however we really want you to
try it!
£10.50 bottle
£59.85 (6x75cl) 6 bottle order |  £56.70 (6x75cl) 12 bottle order | £53.55 (6x75cl) 18 bottle order

BAT AND BOTTLE
Unit 5, 19 Pillings Road
Oakham
Rutland
LE15 6QF

01572 759735
07809 828662 (Ben)

batwine.co.uk
post@batwine.co.uk



Free delivery for orders of £150 or more. £8 to deliver a 6 bottle case. £5.50 to deliver a 12 bottle case

Colli di Serrapetrona. Collequanto 2008

Perhaps the most maddening wine I bought
last year, it seemed to be a little shy
whenever we opened it for a tasting, but
with some food and some good company
it was the life and soul.  I am not a huge fan of the term
‘food wines’ but this is one!  It is made from the absurdly rare
Vernaccia Nera vine that is only grown around the village of Serrapetrona, where the vineyards are amongst
the most beautiful I have walked and, at an altitude of 450-550m, they are perfect for the gradual
development of the fruit.  This is a classic, medium-bodied red wine with elegant raspberry and cassis fruit and
a touch of savoury roasted pepper and spice, primarily black pepper on the finish.  It is reminiscent of a cool
vintage Châteauneuf-du-Pape from a decent grower and I rate it very highly.
£12.25 bottle
£69.75 (6x75cl) 6 bottle order | £66.00 (6x75cl) 12 bottle order | £62.40 (6x75cl) 18 bottle order

Valpanera. Tre Uve Bianco 2010

When we heard that Plozner’s new owners
were going to stop making the Duo we
went into a bit of a panic so I rummaged
through my old tasting note books for a
wine that might fill the gap.  The problem is that finding
great wine in the Friuli is easy, as the Collio, Colli Orientali and Isonzo are awash with them, but finding great
value is an altogether tougher challenge.  I didn’t expect Valpanera to be our new source of classic Friulian
white, mostly because they are specialists with the local red grape ‘Refosco’ where they are arguably the best.
Giovanni’s father was in control when I first tasted the wines and he is a Refosco zealot, Giovanni however is
just a little obsessed with Chardonnay and I suspect that this is what has lifted this wine from the ranks into
something rather special.  Tre Uve (3 grapes) is made from equal measures of Friulano (Tocai Friulano),
Sauvignon  Blanc and Chardonnay.  No individual vine dominates the wine, the balance is immaculate, finely
textured with a mineral core that makes it refreshing whilst carrying the fruit to compliment  seafood and light
dishes.  I consider this a step up from the Duo, a precise and very enjoyable wine with a firm mineral core and
layers of apple, tangerine, lime and apricot and sweet basil.
£9.50 bottle
£53.10 (6x75cl) 6 bottle order |  £51.25 (6x75cl) 12 bottle order | £48.40 (6x75cl) 18 bottle order

Adalia. Recioto della Valpolicella 2008

Recioto della Valpolicella is a wine that can
compete with the finest port, it is made
by drying the grapes over the winter
months and making the wine from the
raisoned grapes.  It is rather like a black Vin
Santo and is the most treasured wine of Valpolicella.  There is a
chance that you have come across Conte Saint Alda’s wines, they are amongst the very best in the famed ‘hills
of Valpolicella’ to the north of Verona.  Marinella was asked to make a Recioto for one of the Nordic
monopolies, it was not possible to sell them her estate wine because there was none and even if there was,
this is a wine that sells on our shores at £45+ for a half bottle, a fair bit more than they had in mind.  A way
was found by sourcing some excellent fruit from nearby farms and using a bit of spare capacity in the cellar to
create the wine.  Not all the wine was collected and one lonely pallet was snuffled by a sharp-eyed merchant,
we have a decent share of it.  So, here is your chance to taste an excellent Recioto for an unrepeatable price.
£15.00 bottle
£85.50 (6x50cl) 6 bottle order |  £81.00 (6x50cl) 12 bottle order | £75.50 (6x50cl) 18 bottle order



Free delivery for orders of £150 or more. £8 to deliver a 6 bottle case. £5.50 to deliver a 12 bottle case

ORDER FORM
PLEASE RETURN THIS TO US E MAIL post@batwine.co.uk

POST BAT AND BOTTLE,
FREEPOST MID 1849, OAKHAM, LE15 6BR

TELEPHONE 01572 759735
ONLINE www.batwine.co.uk

Description and/or Product Code Quantity Total

1. EARLY SPRING SELECTIONS MIXED CASE £119.00 DELIVERED

2. Casali. Albore Secco 2011 £10.50
£59.85 (6x75cl) 6 bottles
£56.70 (6x75cl) as part of a 12 bottle order
£53.55 (6x75cl) as part of a 18 bottle order

3. Colli di Serrapetrona. Collequanto 2008 £12.25
£69.75 (6x75cl) 6 bottles

£66.00 (6x75cl) as part of a 12 bottle order
£62.40 (6x75cl) as part of a 18 bottle order

4. Valpanera. Tre Uve Bianco 2010 £9.50
£53.10 (6x75cl) 6 bottles
£51.25 (6x75cl) as part of a 12 bottle order
£48.40 (6x75cl) as part of a 18 bottle order

5. Adalia. Recioto della Valpolicella 2008 £15.00
£85.50 (6x50cl) 6 bottles
£81.00 (6x50cl) as part of a 12 bottle order
£75.50 (6x50cl) as part of a 18 bottle order

6.

PLEASE MIX ANY COMBINATION YOU DESIRE (minimum purchase 6 bottles)
ORDERS OVER £150 ARE DELIVERED FREE
Please add £5.50 for delivery if you order is for 12 bottles and under £150
Please add £8.00 for delivery if you order is for 6 bottles and under £150

TOTAL

I would like to pay by Cheque / VISA / Mastercard / Maestro / SOLO

Full Name: Email:

Card Number:

Expires:  / Security number (on the signature strip, the last 3 numbers):

If Switch/Maestro please provide: Valid from:   /       or Issue Number

Card holder address (If different from letter)

Please deliver to (if different from above):

To ensure things go smoothly please provide a contact number for the courier and an alternative address or place to leave
the wine if you are out is a great help.

Contact phone number for courier:

If out, please leave:

FOR GIFTS please include a card with the following message:


